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 Varanasi - India's
Religious Capital

Varanasi, one of world's oldest

living cities, is rightly called the

religious capital of India. Also

known as Banaras, Benaras or

Kashi, this holy city is located in

Uttar Pradesh in northern India. It

is the holiest of the seven sacred

spots for Hindus.

Considered as the abode of Lord

Shiva, Varanasi is situated on the

banks of River Ganga, which is

believed to have the power of

washing away all of one's sins.

Every devout Hindu hopes to visit

the city at least once in a lifetime,

take a holy dip at the famous

'Ghats' (river front) of the Ganga,. In

Hinduism it is believed that those

who die and are cremated here

get an instant gateway to liberation

from the cycle of births and re-

births.

The earliest known archaeological

evidence suggests that settlement

around Varanasi in the Ganga

valley (the seat of Aryan religion

and philosophy) began in the 11th

or 12th century BC, placing it

among the world's oldest

continually inhabited cities. It is

also called as the city of temples.

Looking at the number of temples

in Varanasi, it is hard to believe
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in Varanasi, it is hard to believe

that many of them were destroyed

by Mohammad Ghauri in the 12th

century. Among innumerable

(about 23,000) temples in

Varanasi, the most worshiped are:

the Kashi Vishwanath Temple -

dedicated to Varanasi's presiding

deity Shiva (Vishwanath – "Lord of

the world"); the Sankat Mochan

Hanuman Temple; and the Durga

Temple known for the band of

monkeys that reside in the large

trees nearby.

Ghats are embankments made of

stone slabs along the river bank

where pilgrims perform ritual

ablutions. These ghats are an

integral compliment to the concept

of divinity represented in physical,

metaphysical and supernatural

elements. All the ghats are

locations on "the divine cosmic

road", indicative of "its manifest

transcendental dimension".

Varanasi has at least 84 ghats.

Most of the ghats are bathing

ghats, while others are used as

cremation sites. Many ghats are

associated with legends and

several are now privately owned.

The holy city has been a symbol of

spiritualism, philosophy and

mysticism for thousands of years

and has been endowed with the

presence of great saints and

personalities like Guatama

Buddha, Kabir, Tulsi Das, Swami

Ramananda, Guru Ravidas, and

Patanjali. Three of the Twenty-four

Jain Tirthankar were born in

Varanasi..  
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